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1. What does Emerson recommend to assure universality of MM setup across labs?  

– Although there are several options to unify all of the density measurements for 

COAT, all options can provide equivalent accuracy. Suggested options that should 

provide equivalent results are:  

a) Hold the meter ambient temperature at the same temperature as the process 

fluid (iso-thermal).  This may be done by heating the test chamber to the process 

temperature or by using heating jackets on the sensors to heat them to the 

process fluid temperature.  This iso-thermal setup eliminates the heat transfer 

effects that can result in the sensor RTD reading a different temperature from the 

measured process fluid temperature. 

b) Use an accurate external temperature measurement of the process fluid for the 

density calculation 

1. Model 2700 and 5700 transmitters may be configured to use the temperature 

value written to them via Modbus or HART for the density calculation.  The 

5700 can also accept a 4-20 mA signal for this. 

2. The density may be calculated externally to the sensor/transmitter.  The tube 

frequency may be polled via Modbus, or back-calculated from the transmitter 

density value using the transmitter RTD temperature.  Density may then be 

calculated using the period/frequency in combination with the external 

process fluid temperature value. 
c) Hold each meter at a fixed process fluid and ambient temperatures (50° for 

instance).  Use custom DTC coefficients developed from Micro Motion enhanced 

density calibrations or known density test results at different temperatures.  

Consult Micro Motion for assistance with this. 



2. Can Emerson provide us a detailed schematic of the flow meter and measured parameters 

for future reference? 

– Covered by discussion, demo unit and video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31jYXlnu-

hU&index=10&list=PLTI6uY3auTkZNUoe7HpcN47EtAt06dd4c 

– Measured parameters are delta T between the pickoff sine waves, resistance of the 

platinum RTD and the tube period from one of the pickoff sine waves 

3. What are the differences in the meters? 

– Include model numbers of transmitters, sensors, meters (model numbers), puck 

(include all info including serial IDs)  

– Firmware version: what are the differences and can they affect the results 

• SMV is available on newer models 

4. What are the differences in the transmitters and puck? 

• The ‘puck’, also known as the core processor, derives the parameters for 

measuring flow, temperature and density.  The core processor may be 

mounted on the sensor, remotely with/in the 2700 or 5700, or located 

between the sensor and the transmitter in a configuration known as a ‘double 

hop’. 

– Is there a difference in the density, flow, or temperature calculation? 

• No, except for old RFT9739s that allowed temperature reading adjustment by 

the user, which affected the density calculation 

– Will any difference cause potential differences in observed parameters? 

• Old 9739s will cause differences if the temperature in the transmitter is 

adjusted (affects density calculation).  Otherwise no.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31jYXlnu-hU&index=10&list=PLTI6uY3auTkZNUoe7HpcN47EtAt06dd4c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31jYXlnu-hU&index=10&list=PLTI6uY3auTkZNUoe7HpcN47EtAt06dd4c


5. How do our systems calculate density? 

– How is temperature used in the calculation? 

See attachment ‘Density Equations’ 

– What temperature is used? 

• Temperature from the RTD located in the inlet tube manifold on CMF025s 

produced since 2006 (7digit serial numbers).  Temperature from the RTD 

mounted on an inlet tube for 6 digit serial numbers prior to 2006 

– Can that temperature be manipulated via software by the labs? 

• Indicated temp can be adjusted, this does not affect temp used for density 

calculation in device.  As mentioned, 2700 and 5700 transmitters may be 

configured to use an external temperature input for the density calculation. 

– Should calibration correct for any temperature discrepancies? 

• Differences in RTD and fluids (inner tubes, measured by thermocouples) 

a) Calibration under a constant set of conditions can correct for 

discrepancies.  See question 1. 

– Is mathematically correcting density for temperature a valid option?   

• Yes.  Given the heat transfer considerations in the COAT, using a more 

accurate process temperature for the density calculation is a valid approach.  

This is discussed in question 1. 

6. How do our systems calculate temperature? 

– Using a Pt100 Class A RTD using Pt100 Class A RTD resistance equations 

– What is that temperature representative of (tubes or fluid)?  

• It is most representative of the tubes, however temperature differences and 

low heat transfer rates can affect this and lead to differences between the 

RTD reading and the process fluid. 

7. How do our systems calculate flow?  See the video link in question 2. 

8. What is Emerson’s calibration process? Standard or others.  

– For this application we recommend the enhanced 0.0002 g/cc calibration when 

purchasing new unit.  One can approximate this calibration using known density test 

results from various temperatures. 

  



9. Can the calibration be done closer to the test conditions? 

– For density?   

– For Temperature? 

• 55C with the enhanced density calibration option  

o What is the accuracy of the RTD?  Pt100 Class A: 

 

o Is the RTD calibrated?  How accurate is the indicated temperature? 

▪ The supplier trims the RTDs to specification. 

– For Flow?   

• Meters may be ordered with custom flow rate calibrations 

10. What is “Adjusted Density Calibration Factor” referenced in last year’s question and answer 

document? 

See attachment ‘Questions for Emerson regarding Micromotion sensors 

11July2016’ 

– What would it do? 

• See question 1, option C 

11. Where exactly is the tube RTD along the flow path?  In the middle, at one end?   

– In the manifold at the inlet side for 7 digit serial numbers (post 2006).  Mounted on 

the tube for 6 digit serial numbers (pre-2006) 

 

12. Where exactly is the RTD measuring temperature of the tube?    

– The desired measurement is the tube skin temperature.  How well the RTD can 

measure this is impacted by heat transfer from the fluid through the tube wall to the 

RTD and on to the atmosphere surrounding the RTD.  Heat transfer from the fluid 

correlates to the flow rate through the tubes.  COAT’s rates are less than optimal for 

this, though this can be addressed via option C in question 1.. 

 

13. What is the tube wall thickness in a CMF025?   



– 0.020” 

14. What is the magnitude of the temperature effect on the modulus of elasticity between 85C 

and 90C?  0.21% (4.2%/100C) 

– Does this factor in the temperature gradient across the tube between an indicated 

fluid temp of 90C and an indicated tube temp of 85C? 

• Yes.   

15. What is the pressure drop through a CMF025 at 1.5 L/min of oil at 90C? 

– ~ <1 psi.  Need viscosity and density for more precise answer.  Your salesperson or 

the Factory (800-522-6277) can answer this with this additional information. 

16. Can we really operate the sensor in a high temperature ambient of 212F (100C) for long 

periods of time since the guidance in the manual says 140F (60C) is the upper limit for the 

sensor?   

– See additional notes from the Product Data Sheet on the next slide.  CMF025 sensor 

max. is 204C, ambient limits relate to the electronics, including the core processor. 

 

 



 

 

17. According to the graph, the sensor is rated to 400F (204C) specification and the electronics 

are rated to the 140F (60C) ambient. So, when the ambient electronics temperature is 

above the 140F (60C) it has the “B” notation where the electronics must be remote 

mounted. All the electronics are only rated to a temperature at or below the 140F (60C) so 

they must be remote at or above that temperature. I believe you run your process at 80 to 

100C and if you build a heat box that will maintain the ambient to that same temperature as 

the process fluid, the electronics will need to be remote (outside of the heated box). 

 

 

 

 



18. How are other units handled that are in service with a delta of ~40C between ambient and 

process temperatures? 

a. Many customers insulate and heat trace the meter body to keep the meter at 

operating process conditions (meter body is kept at process fluid temperatures). 

These meters typically have a 9-wire junction box on the sensor and a remotely 

mounted electronics. 

19. How is the output and calibration affected by operating with a process fluid below 

atmospheric at 84 kPaA? 

b. The only concern would be pressure drop as there is very little pressure in the 

system so minimal pressure drop would be a requirement to keep the system flowing 

properly. There would be no effect on the output or calibration. With the small meters 

you use (CMF025) there is no pressure effect. 

20. What is the flow accuracy at 1.5L/min of oil with a density of 0.82 g/cc? 

c. For a CMF025 meter, 0.10% 

 










Caterpillar Surveillance Panel questions for Emerson regarding the differences and updates to 


the Micromotion (MM) flow meter used in the COAT test. 


Emerson responses of July 11, 2016 


 


1. What range is the MM temperature sensor calibrated over? 


a. Micro Motion meters use Class A PT100 RTDs.  The electronics that translate the 


RTD resistance into temperature are calibrated using precision resistors during 


manufacturing.  The temperature reading is checked for accuracy during flow 


calibration.  


  


2. Why doesn’t Emerson calibrate the RTD at high temperatures? 


a. This is not necessary, see 1. 


 


3. Does Emerson set the RTD temperature environment during its calibration? At what 


temperature? 


a. Normal ambient temp is about 23C.  we don’t control this but it’s very stable, varies 


about +/- 2C 


 


4. Can the laboratories calibrate the temperature sensor themselves? 


a. The RTD is used for the tube temperature (skin tube temp) for modulus 


compensation.  Normal deviation from the reference is about 1C maximum.  The 


indicated temperature can be adjusted to match external temperature references, 


but the internal RTD temp is still used for tube temperature compensation in 


current products. 


 


5. Should the laboratories use measured fluid temperature values to calibrate the MM 


sensor, or send a temperature signal to the transmitter to use? 


a. Micro Motion recommends a temperature controlled environment for the sensor for 


this application (50°C has been suggested).  Given the successful experience with 


one of the labs, we recommend that the meter continue to use the sensor RTD for 


mass flow and density compensation, in conjunction with revised density 


temperature coefficients we can supply.  With our new/current transmitters, you 


can still adjust the indicated temperature to align with your upstream/downstream 


temperature measurements, but this will not affect the mass flow and density 


measurement.  The new coefficients will address the density accuracy 


improvements.  


  







 


6. Can laboratories calibrate the instrument for density, and what is the procedure?  


a. Yes, the best option is to apply a density meter factor (MF) to adjust the reading to 


match a reference.  For example, fill the meter with a fluid at 90C whose density 


at that temperature is known from an external reference.  Compare the densities, 


and if desired, adjust the meter’s density meter factor to match the reference. 


 


7. If sensors are identical and software allows for temperature calibration, why do old and 


new systems not react in the same manner to artificial changes in temperature? 


a. The “new” transmitters, since 1999, do not use the adjusted temperature for the 


mass flow or density compensations. If desired, the new electronics can be made 


to behave the same as the older versions.  However, based on one of the lab 


experiences, we do not recommend this.  We recommend using our newer 


transmitters which benefit from new technology. 


 


8. Do new systems use the RTD temperature? 


a. New and old systems normally use the RTD temperature 


 


9. Do the new systems require additional authorization to respond to changes to slope and 


offset, or is there another calibration procedure? 


a. See 5a and 7a. 


 


10. Does the coriolis tube temperature measurement reading adjust both density and mass 


flow? 


a. Yes, the internal, unadjusted RTD temperature adjusts both  


 


11. What does Emerson recommend to assure universality of MM setup across labs? 


Although there are several options to unify all of the density measurements for COAT, 


all options provide equivalent accuracy.  Therefore, the simplest and most expeditious 


option is recommended: 


a) hold each meter at a fixed ambient condition (50° for instance), 


b) Use current transmitters, e.g. 2500, 5700, etc., with the sensors to allow 


adjusting the indicated temperature from the meter without affecting the density 


compensation/reading, if desired. 


c) Utilize adjusted density calibration factors provided by Micro Motion. 


 


12. Should its Smart Meter Verification be incorporated into the COAT procedure? 


a. Can it be used in lieu of yearly calibrations?  







i. SMV may be used to verify mass flow and meter health but does not 


currently verify density calibration.  It is up to the end user to decide what 


their operating procedures are and if SMV can be used in lieu of yearly 


mass flow calibrations.  Please see 6a for a calibration verification method 


that could be used by the labs. 


b. Is Zero verification part of the Smart Meter Verification?  


i. Zero verification is NOT part of SMV as SMV can be run in continuous 


measurement (if running SMV in continuous measurement then the sensor 


is not blocked in and zero cannot be verified). However, SMV does check 


to see if there was a zero change from the last test. There is a zero 


verification tool in ProLink and also built into the 5700 transmitter that can 


also be used to verify the zero calibration at zero flow. 


 





